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ABSTRACT
In this paper a detailed area analysis of 2- bit ring
counter is done. Ring counter is a sequential circuit and
in this paper it is designed using a very low number of PMOS and N- MOS. Area comparison has been done
using three layout designs namely auto generated, semi
custom and fully custom. As the chip size is reducing
day- by- day area and power reduction become the first
goal of the designers. So keeping this view in mind it is
analyzed in this paper that CMOS layout design using
full custom approach yields the good results. It has been
analyzed that the area has reduced up to 43% in
comparison to auto generated layout.
Key Words: 2- bit ring counter, Sequential circuit, CMOS, P-MOS, N- MOS.

I. Introduction
According to Moore‟s Law transistors become faster,
consume less power and are cheaper to manufacture.
Even though an individual CMOS transistor uses very
little energy each time it switches, the enormous
numbers of transistors switching at very high rates of
speed have made power consumption a major design
consideration [1]. Power consumption of digital circuits
is one of the critical parameter instigating many efforts
in reducing the power dissipation of the logic blocks of
digital system. Ring counter is one of the logic
components which has several applications including
control units, multiplier and divider architecture [2]. One
of the important properties of a ring counter is that its
output is one-hot encoded (i.e., there is always only a
single '1 '-valued bit in its output and all other bits are
zero). This property of the ring counter makes its output
wide especially as the counter size increases [3].
In digital circuit theory, sequential logic is a type of
logic circuit whose output depends not only on the
present value of its input signals but on the past history
of its inputs. Sequential logic is used to construct finite
state machines, a basic building block in all digital
circuitry, as well as memory circuits and other devices.
Digital sequential logic circuits are divided into
synchronous and asynchronous types. In synchronous
sequential circuits, the state of the device changes only

at discrete times in response to a clock signal. In
asynchronous circuits the state of the device can change
at any time in response to changing inputs. In a
synchronous circuit, an electronic oscillator called a
clock (or clock generator) generates a sequence of
repetitive pulses called the clock signal which is
distributed to all the memory elements in the circuit. The
basic memory element in sequential logic is the flip-flop.
The output of each flip-flop only changes when triggered
by the clock pulse, so changes to the logic signals
throughout the circuit all begin at the same time, at
regular intervals, synchronized by the clock. The main
advantage of synchronous logic is its simplicity. The
logic gates which perform the operations on the data
require a finite amount of time to respond to changes to
their inputs. This is called propagation delay. The
interval between clock pulses must be long enough so
that all the logic gates have time to respond to the
changes and their outputs "settle" to stable logic values,
before the next clock pulse occurs. As long as this
condition is met (ignoring certain other details) the
circuit is guaranteed to be stable and reliable. This
determines the maximum operating speed of a
synchronous circuit.

II. Ring Counter
A ring counter is a type of counter composed of a type
circular shift register. The output of the last shift register
is fed to the input of the first register. There are two
types of ring counters: (i) a straight ring counter or
Overbeck counter connects the output of the last shift
register to the first shift register input and circulates a
single one (or zero) bit around the ring. For example, in
a 4-register one-hot counter, with initial register values
of 1000, the repeating pattern is: 1000, 0100, 0010,
0001, 1000... . Note that one of the registers must be preloaded with a 1 (or 0) in order to operate properly. (ii) A
twisted ring counter, also called Johnson counter or
Mobius counter (also Moebius), connects the
complement of the output of the last shift register to the
input of the first register and circulates a stream of one‟s
followed by zeros around the ring. For example, in a 4register counter, with initial register values of 0000, the
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repeating pattern is: 0000, 1000, 1100, 1110, 1111,
0111, 0011, 0001, 0000... [4].
Ring counters are used in hardware logic design (e.g.
ASIC & FPGA) to create complicated finite state
machines. Ring counters are used to encode input pulses
to decimal, octal and to other forms. Once a clock pulse
is activated in these counters, only one of the FFs is
“set”, as just one bit “1” would rotate in the circuit [5].
An n- bit synchronous ring counter is built up by
cascading n D flip- flops in a chain by synchronizing the
flip- flops with the same clock and setting the first flipflop to status „1‟. Figure 1 shows an example of 4-bit
ring counter.

includes all the commands for a mask editor as well as
original tools never gathered before in a single module
(2D and 3D process view, VERILOG compiler, tutorial
on MOS devices). You can gain access to Circuit
Simulation by pressing one single key. The electric
extraction of your circuit is automatically performance
and the analog simulator produces voltage and current
curves immediately [7].

III. Layout Design Simulation
The first method is the designing of the ring counter in
DSCH and generating its verilog file. Now in Microwind
this verilog file is compiled and an auto generated layout
is created. We can select different foundries available in
the library of Microwind software. Here the selected
foundry is 90 nm. Figure 2 represents this auto
generated layout.

Figure 1. Four Bit Ring Counter
TABLE 1: 4-BIT RING COUNTER TRUTH TABLE
State
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0

Q0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

Q1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Q2
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

Q3
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

In this paper a 2- bit ring counter has been implemented
using three different ways. This paper proposes the
design of area efficient 2 bit- ring counter [6]. Further if
the results are optimal then this 2-bit design can be
implemented for higher bits ring counter. The three
different methods are implemented using DSCH and
Microwind software. The DSCH2 program is a logic
editor and simulator. DSCH2 is used to validate the
architecture of the logic circuit before the
microelectronics design is started. DSCH2 provides a
user friendly environment for hierarchical logic design,
and simulation with delay analysis, which allows the
design and validation of complex logic structures. The
MICROWIND2 program allows designing and
simulating an integrated circuit at physical description
level. The package contains a library of common logic
and analog ICs to view and simulate. MICROWIND2

Figure 2. Auto Generated 2- bit Ring Counter
This layout is checked for DRC and if there is no error
present in the layout then the layout is simulated. The
output of the simulation is checked and if the output
matches the output of the 2- bit ring counter then we
further check the power and the area of this auto
generated layout of 2- bit ring counter. Figure 3 shows
the output of the 2- bit ring counter. Also power can be
measured from the result of simulation.

Figure 3. Output of Auto Generated 2- bit Ring Counter
The measured power here is 3.42µW. The area
consumed here is 134.5µm2.
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Now the second step is to directly make use of in- built
transistors the process being called as semi custom
layout design. In this method the connections are made
by the developer and hence there is a large possibility
that area may get reduced. A D flip- flop is constructed
using the semi custom layout of P- MOS and N- MOS
[8]. Only five transistors were used to make the design
of D type flip flop. Thus this design can be much more
area efficient than the auto generated layout. Figure 4.
represents the layout using the semi- customed
transistors i.e. N- MOS and P- MOS.

Figure 6. Fully Custom Layout of 2-Bit Ring Counter
Here the area measured is 76.1µm2.

Figure 4. Semi Custom Layout of 2- Bit Ring Counter
When the layout is ready it is again checked for DRC
and if there is no error present in the layout, the circuit is
simulated and the outputs are obtained. The obtained
output is verified with the truth table of 2- bit ring
counter. If the truth table is verified we can further check
the power and area consumed by this second method.
Figure 5 shows the output obtained by simulating the
above circuit.

Figure 5. Output of 2- Bit Ring Counter using semi
custom layout
Now check the results for power and area. Here the
power consumed is 0.139 mW. The area consumed by
this layout is 106.9 µm2.

Figure 7. Output of 2- Bit Ring Counter using full
custom layout

IV. Result Analysis
In this section, the area and power of different layout
design has been compared using three different methods
based on simulation results. A comparative analysis of
table 2 shows that the power of fully custom layout
design is more as compare to auto generated. But on the
other side there is reduction of 43% in area. Also there is
a slight reduction in power consumption from 0.139mW
to 0.127mW in full custom layout design of ring counter.
Tabular method chart have been used to compare the
results
TABLE 2: Comparative analysis of Power and Area
Method
Auto Generated
Layout
Layout using inbuilt transistors
Layout using own
created transistors

Power
3.42µW
0.139
mW
0.127m
W

Area
134.5µ
m2
106.9
µm2
76.1
µm2

The third method is to create our own N- MOS and PMOS transistors. Here the created transistors are called
from the library and then connections are made. This
new layout is shown by figure 6.
Figure7. Bar Chart Comparison of Area
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V. Conclusion
From the above analysis it is clear that the layout with
self created transistors is more efficient in terms of area.
So this design can be implemented in the applications
where area reduction is the main consideration. Here
power factor can be compensated for area. A
comparative analysis of this table shows that in terms of
power, the layout generated using semi custom approach
is increasing. But on the other hand in terms of area the
auto generated layout is using more area in comparison
to the layout using semi custom approach and the full
custom approach. There is a reduction of 20% in area
when auto generated layout is compared to layout using
semi custom approach. When auto generated layout is
compared to layout using full custom approach then
there is a reduction of 43% in the area. Now when both
the layout with semi custom and full custom approach is
compared in terms of area then there is a reduction of
28% in the area.
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